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Polymerization of ultrathin films containing the diacetylene group has produced a variety of robust, highly oriented, and environmentally responsive films with unique chromatic properties. We present recent developments in the preparation and analysis of ultrathin poly(diacetylene) layers on solid substrates, one to three molecular layers thick. This chapter reviews the structural properties, mechanochromism, and in-plane mechanical anisotropy of these films. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and fluorescence microscopy confirm that the films are organized into highly ordered domains, with the conjugated backbones parallel to the surface. The number of stable layers is affected by the head group functionality. Local mechanical stress applied by AFM and near-field optical probes induces a transition in the film at the nanometer scale involving substantial optical and structural changes. In addition, we show that AFM reveals the relation between the highly anisotropic character of the chromatic polymer backbone and the associated mechanical properties. In particular, we observe that friction depends dramatically upon...
the angle between the polymer backbone and the sliding direction, with the maximum found when sliding perpendicular to the backbones. The observed threefold friction and associated structural anisotropy also leads to contrast in the phase response of intermittent-contact AFM, indicating for the first time that in-plane anisotropy of polymeric systems in general can be investigated using this technique.

**Introduction**

Ultrathin organic films, prepared through methods such as Langmuir deposition or self-assembly (1,2), offer the possibility of tailoring the optical, mechanical, and chemical properties of surfaces at the molecular scale. Such control of surface properties is required to implement micro- and nano-scale sensors, actuators, and computational devices. Materials that change in response to external stimuli are especially important for such applications. Poly(diacetylene)s (PDAs) (3) merit particular interest as these molecules exhibit strong optical absorption and fluorescence emission that change dramatically with various stimuli, namely optical exposure (photochromism) (4-7), heat (thermochromism) (8-12), applied stress (mechanochromism) (7,13-15), changes in chemical environment (16,17), and binding of specific chemical or biological targets to functionalized PDA side chains (affinochromism/biochromism) (18-20). These transitions, along with other properties such as high third-order nonlinear susceptibility, interesting photo-conduction characteristics, and strong nanometer-scale friction anisotropy(21), render PDA a uniquely interesting material.

Optical absorption in PDAs occurs via a \( \pi \)-to- \( \pi^* \) absorption within the linear \( \pi \)-conjugated polymer backbone (3). Frequently the first chromic state of the PDA appears blue in color. The chromic transitions described above all involve a significant shift in absorption from low to high energy bands of the visible spectrum, so the PDA transforms from a blue to a red color. The mechanism behind these transitions is not fully established. It is believed that conformational changes such as side chain packing, ordering, and orientation, impart stresses to the polymer backbone that alter its conformation, thus changing the electronic states and the corresponding optical absorption (3,9).

In this chapter, we discuss the Langmuir deposition of ultrathin PDA films and the subsequent measurement of their structural, optical, and mechanical properties at the nanometer scale. By altering the head group functionality, we can choose between mono- and tri-layer PDA film structures. We then show that
we can use the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) or a near field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) tip to locally convert the PDA from the blue form to the red form via applied stress. This represents the first time that mechanochromism has been observed at the nanometer scale. Dramatic structural changes are associated with this mechanochromic transition.

AFM measurements also reveal strongly anisotropic friction properties that are correlated with the orientation of the conjugated polymer backbone. The threefold contrast in friction and the associated mechanical anisotropy produces unexpected contrast in intermittent-contact atomic force microscopy (IC-AFM). In IC-AFM, the cantilever tilt breaks the tip-sample rotational symmetry and enables measurements of in-plane anisotropic forces. The anisotropic forces result in varying energy dissipation depending on the cantilever-sample orientation, yielding phase contrast. The unique anisotropic properties of PDA have therefore allowed us to demonstrate very generally that in-plane properties, as opposed to the commonly discussed out-of-plane properties, can be measured with IC-AFM.

**Experimental**

**Film Preparation**

Details of our materials and sample preparation are described elsewhere (22). Briefly, diacetylene molecules with two distinct head groups were made into separate films (Fig. 1). The first, 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid (PCDA) (I) (Farchan/GFS Chemicals) was received as a bluish powder which was purified to remove polymer content. The second molecule, N-(2-ethanol)-10,12-pentacosadiynamide (PCEA) (II) was prepared by coupling ethanolamine with 10,12-pentacosadiynoyl chloride in tetrahydrofuran and triethylamine. The acid chloride was prepared from the PCDA using oxalyl chloride in methylene chloride. PCEA was isolated by flash column chromatography on silica gel (25% ethylacetate/hexanes, Rf = 0.23).

Langmuir film preparations were performed on a Langmuir trough (Nima) which was situated on a vibration isolation table inside a class 100 clean room. The pure water subphase was kept at 15 ± 0.2 °C. Diacetylene monomers were spread on the water surface in a 50% chloroform/benzene solution. All films were incubated for 10 – 15 minutes at zero pressure prior to compression.

For polymerization at the air-water interface, the films were compressed to a surface pressure of 20 mN/m, then equilibrated for 20 – 30 minutes. UV irradiation of the compressed films was performed with a pair of pen lamps (Oriel). UV exposure was controlled by setting the lamp height above the air-water interface and choosing specific exposure times as described elsewhere.
A few minutes after UV exposure, the water was slowly drained off by aspiration. The films were laid down on mica (freshly cleaved) or silicon (piranha-cleaned) substrates that were pre-submerged horizontally in the aqueous subphase before monolayer spreading. The substrate was then removed and dried in clean room air. This horizontal transfer method proved to be the most effective for producing high quality films, as polymerization creates a degree of rigidity in the film on the water surface. This rigidity renders vertical transfer methods unreliable as the films would not uniformly compress during vertical transfer.

**Instrumentation**

A Nanoscope IIIA AFM (Digital Instruments) operating in contact mode was used to obtain topographic and friction force images. The same type of AFM was used to obtain IC AFM measurements. AFM data were acquired under laboratory ambient conditions. Silicon nitride cantilevers (Digital Instruments) with a nominal normal force constant of 0.06 N/m were used for all contact-mode measurements. For IC-AFM images, Si cantilevers were used. A novel home-built NSOM (23) was used to simultaneously observe sample fluorescence with sub-wavelength resolution as well as normal forces and shear forces. The tips used were Al-coated etched optical fibers.
Results and Discussion

Film Structure

Pressure-area isotherms indicate the amphiphiles of I and II on pure water both had identical take-off areas of 25 Å²/molecule, corresponding to the molecular cross-section of the hydrocarbon-diacetylene structure. The film of I collapses at low pressure (~12 mN/m), but upon over-compression reaches a stable solid phase with a limiting molecular area of ~ 8 Å²/molecule. This over-compressed state corresponds to a stable trilayer structure. The film of II was stable as a monolayer with a collapse pressure of ca. 35 mN/m and an extrapolated molecular area at zero pressure of 25 Å²/molecule. After equilibration, films were polymerized to the blue-phase by exposure to incidence powers of 40 W/cm² for I and 23 W/cm² for II over a period of 30 sec. Red-phase films were produced by exposing the trilayer of I to 500 W/cm² and the monolayer of II to 40 W/cm² for 5 min.

AFM images of the blue- and red-phase forms of poly(I) and poly(II) on mica or silicon substrates confirm that the coverage for all films was nearly uniform for the entire substrate. Over 95% of the transferred film was flat to within ±0.5 nm, with up to 100 nm crystalline domains observed. AFM measurements confirmed that films of I and II formed trilayers and monolayers respectively. There were distinct height differences between the blue- and red-phase films of both I and II. The heights of the blue- and red-phase trilayers of poly(I) were measured at 7.4±0.8 and 9.0±0.9 nm, respectively. The blue- and red-phase poly(II) monolayer films had similarly proportional height differences of 2.7±0.3 and 3.1±0.3 nm, respectively. The films possess highly aligned striations corresponding to small height variations of ~2Å discussed further below, and similar to previous reports (9). These striations appear to be small variations in density or side chain tilt angle and are aligned with the polymer backbone direction, as confirmed with polarized fluorescence microscopy.

These results provide insight into the stabilization of diacetylene films. The headgroup interactions and alkyldiyne chain stacking should dominate the film structure of the monomeric diacetylene Langmuir films. The ability of the amide headgroup of II to form lateral intermolecular hydrogen bonded structures (Fig. 1, center), similar to α-sheets in proteins, may explain the stability of this monolayer film on pure water. In contrast, I films on pure water are unstable as monolayers but stack favorably into trilayers. Carboxylic acid dimer formation aids in stabilizing this structure. Indeed, stable bilayer islands are commonly observed on top of the I trilayer. Thus, by altering the head group, we can control whether the resulting film will be structured as a monolayer or a trilayer. Further details of the film preparation and structure are published elsewhere (22).
Mechanochromism

The blue-to-red transition can be activated at the nanometer scale using NSOM or AFM tips on both the trilayer poly(I) and monolayer poly(II) (7,24). Fig. 2 shows simultaneous NSOM topography and fluorescence images on a blue poly(I) film. In the first scan (left pair), no fluorescence is seen over the flat PCDA region. In the subsequent scan (right pair), topographic changes are created, and localized fluorescence emission is produced. A fluorescence spectrum obtained over this region reveals the spectral fingerprint of red PCDA. These observations were reproducible. In general, when this transition is observed, the fluorescent regions grow in size with each image acquired.

The blue-to-red transition has also been produced using AFM tips with both trilayer poly(I) and monolayer poly(II) blue films (Fig. 3). With AFM, local topographic changes, discussed below, are observed in-situ. These changes indicate the transition is taking place. By creating a large (>1 µm) red region, ex-situ fluorescence microscopy is used to confirm that a red region has been created by the AFM tip. With both AFM and NSOM, normal forces alone are not sufficient to cause the transition. Shear forces must also be applied, i.e. during the scanning process, to produce the blue-to-red transition. In all cases, the observed transitions are irreversible up to at least several months.

![Topography and Fluorescence Images](image)

*Figure 2. NSOM shear force topography and simultaneous fluorescence images (2.4µm²) showing tip-induced mechanochromism.*
The transformed regions consistently exhibit higher friction, increased roughness, and a surprising height reduction of typically 40-50% of the original film height. High resolution images of the transformed regions, however, consistently reveal backbone-related striations. This indicates a substantial degree of preservation of the conjugated backbone despite the dramatic height reduction. No such structural change for other types of PDA have been previously reported. While this height reduction could be explained by a removal of one or more layers in the trilayer poly(I) film, this cannot explain the comparable height reduction for the monolayer. One possibility is that some molecules are removed during the transformation process, and the remaining molecules substantially increase the tilt angle of the hydrocarbon side chains. The all-trans nature of the side chains may also be strongly disturbed, but the backbone structure remains. This increased tilt angle and conformational changes allow stress within the backbone and side chains to be relieved as discussed below. This picture is consistent with the observation via AFM that the backbones remain in tact, and the film is greatly compressed. It is also consistent with the observation that friction force between the tip and PDA sample is higher over the transformed region, since highly tilted and defective side chains would expose more methylene groups to the tip, as opposed to the terminal methyl groups with have a lower surface energy.

The blue phase therefore appears to be a metastable phase. On the Langmuir trough, the high registry of the diacetylene packing permits rapid topochemical polymerization of the diyne monomers to the ene-yne conjugation upon UV illumination resulting in the blue-phase polydiacetylene. Little change in the
amphiphile packing, and thus little reorientation of the alkyl side chains occurs. However, the hybridization change from sp to sp² for the terminal alkyne carbons creates a stress on the polymer as a result of the 180° to 120° bond angle conversion (see Fig. 1). With initial UV illumination to create the blue form, significant molecular stress is built into the film. At higher degrees of polymerization, or with the application of mechanical stress or heat, the film’s original structure breaks down as the alkyl chains of the blue-phase polymer reorganize to accommodate the bond angle conversion. In the case of UV polymerization or heating, this yields a closer packing (film contraction) and reorientation (vertical height increase) of the alkyl chains. In the case of mechanochromism, this leads to a totally different collapsed film structure.

These reorganizations, although thermodynamically more stable, produce a loss of π-conjugation and results in the red form of the polydiacetylene. These results are consistent with recent NMR investigations by Lee et al. (12) which show that the blue-to-red thermochromic transition in other PDA bulk samples involves a release of mechanical strain on the backbone and reorganization of the side groups. Furthermore, FTIR data of Lio et al. (9) and 13C NMR data of Tanaka et al. (25) suggest that some of the tilted side chains rotate toward the surface normal in the red phase for thermochromic films. Theoretical calculations indicate that a rotation of only a few degrees about this bond dramatically changes the π-orbital overlap (26), causing a significant blue-shift of the absorption spectrum. Recent molecular modeling studies (24) of PDA oligomers also show that a loss of backbone planarity leads to shifts in absorption spectra corresponding to the blue-to-red transition.
Friction Anisotropy

AFM measurements demonstrate that the films possess strong friction anisotropy (21). For example, measurements on the red poly(I) monolayer (Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)) reveal a domain structure. The friction force varies substantially from one domain to the next, and is nearly uniform within each domain. The topographic image reveals an essentially flat film. As mentioned above, topographic images within a single domain reveal parallel striations of varying width and uniform direction (Fig. 4). These striations are associated with the direction of the underlying polymer backbone, and allow us to determine the relative angle between the sliding direction and the backbone direction.

By measuring the friction force at the same load for different orientations, we find that friction is lowest when sliding parallel to the backbones, and 2.9 times larger when sliding perpendicular (Fig. 5(c)). This dramatic effect may be due to anisotropic film stiffness caused by anisotropic packing and/or ordering of the alkyl side chains, as well as the anisotropic stiffness of the polymer backbone structure itself. Along the backbone direction, the conjugated polymer bonds provide a rigid link between alkyl chains (Fig. 1). However, the spacing between alkyl chains linked to neighboring backbones is determined by weaker interchain van der Waals’ forces and head group-substrate interactions. In other words, the lack of covalent bonding between neighboring polymer chains allows some freedom in their spacing, consistent with previous studies of a similar PDA film (9). Variations in film density would also explain the typical film height contrast of ~ 2 Å due to the striations observed in Fig. 4 (27).

A simple model for a scalar in-plane anisotropic tip-sample interaction force $F_{\text{in-plane}}$ is an isotropic dissipative force $F_1$, plus an anisotropic term that varies as $\sin(q)$ with maximum value $F_2$:

$$F_{\text{in-plane}} = F_1 + F_2 \sin(q)$$

Figure 5. (a) 50x50 μm$^2$ AFM topography image of a red poly(I) monolayer. (b) simultaneous friction image. The friction image reveals the different domains. White arrows indicate the domain orientation. (c) Friction force (raw signal units) vs. angle. 0° indicates sliding parallel to the backbone direction. The standard deviation is used for the friction error bars. The solid line represents the fit of Eq. (1) to the data.
where $\theta$ represents the domain orientation. The anisotropic term is consistent with the notion that the frictional work done is equal to the vector dot product of the distance traveled and a force that only acts perpendicular to the backbones. The absolute value is used to ensure that this contribution is positive. Eq. (1) provides a consistent fit to the data as shown in Fig. 5(c), giving $F_1 = 77$ mV and $F_2 = 144$ mV (uncalibrated raw signal units). Thus, according to the fit, the total friction anisotropy is $F_{max} = \frac{F_1 + F_2}{F_2} = 2.9$.

The anisotropic contribution $F_2$ may have several sources. Lower stiffness along the perpendicular direction may lead to larger molecular deformation when sliding in that direction, and thus a larger contact area, more gauche defect creation, and more bending of the hydrocarbon chains. These would all contribute to larger friction forces (28).

**Imaging In-Plane Anisotropy with Intermittent Contact AFM**

In IC AFM, the AFM cantilever is driven at or near its resonance frequency so that the tip oscillates with respect to the substrate. The tip makes contact with the sample for a small portion of its cycle, and the reduced amplitude that results is used as a feedback signal to map out the topography of the sample. The corresponding phase shift between the drive and response is monitored simultaneously, and is generally considered to be a map of dissipation during compression of the sample along the sample normal.

Fig. 6(a) shows an IC AFM topographic image of a PCEA monolayer film with large domains (29). Islands of extra PCEA layers are also visible. As with contact-mode AFM, each domain can be identified in the phase image by the orientation of the striations along which the PDA backbones lie (9,22). The typical phase $\theta$ in Fig. 6(b) is approximately $116^\circ$ (30). Given that the properties of PDA films normal to the substrate are highly uniform between domains, it is surprising that the phase $\theta$ differs from domain to domain by up to $2^\circ$ in Fig. 6(b). The maximum phase $\theta_{max}$ occurs when the long axis of the cantilever is parallel to the striations ($\theta = 0^\circ$).

Phase shifts in IC-AFM indicate energy loss (31). When the tip’s motion is sinusoidal, the power dissipated due to the tip-sample interaction is (31,32):

$$ P_{tip} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{k A^2 \theta_0}{Q} \frac{A_0}{A} \sin(\theta) $$

(2)

where $\theta$ is the phase of the oscillation relative to the drive, $k$ is the spring constant of the cantilever, $\theta_0$ is the cantilever’s resonance frequency, $Q$ is the quality factor of the cantilever, $A_0$ is the free oscillation amplitude of the lever, and $A$ is the reduced amplitude during measurement. We have shown that, consistent with many IC-AFM measurements, the tip motion is very nearly sinusoidal in our experiments (29).
From Fig. 6(b) and Eq. (2), we find that the power dissipated is smallest (i.e., phase shift largest) when the striations are parallel to the long axis of the cantilever. In fact, the cantilever loses an extra amount of energy \( \Delta E \equiv 2.4 \, \text{eV} \) per cycle in domains where the striations are perpendicular, rather than parallel to the long axis of the cantilever. The effect observed in Fig. 6(b) can now be explained by considering the fact that the cantilever is tilted along its long axis (11° in our case). Therefore, there will be a small but significant component of tip motion parallel to the sample during each oscillation cycle. The direction of larger dissipation corresponds, as we would expect, with the direction of high friction for this component of in-plane sliding. The amount of extra energy dissipated is roughly 10% of the total energy dissipated through the tip-sample interaction. That this level of energy loss should occur due to in-plane forces is reasonable, given that the tip moves in the plane of the sample a distance that is ~20% of the total tip displacement.

Fig. 6(c) is a plot of \( |\sin(f)| \) vs. \( |\sin(q)| \) for the data in Fig. 6(b) (29). Remarkably, we find that \( |\sin(f)| \) is proportional to \( |\sin(q)| \), with proportionality constant \( a = (1.58 \pm 0.05) \times 10^{-2} \). This linear proportionality is discussed in detail in reference (29). If Eq. (2) describes the power dissipation, the observed proportionality is expected. From Eq. (2), the difference in \( F_{\text{in-plane}} \) between two domains 1 and 2 is simply proportional to \( |\sin(f)| = |\sin(q)| \). The difference in power dissipated between two domains is proportional to \( |\sin(f)| = |\sin(q)| \), if we assume that Eq. (1) correctly describes the in-plane dissipation. We therefore conclude that the
anisotropic forces in our experiment arise from friction, or in addition, inelastic shear deformation.

We have constructed a model which, unlike previous models of IC-AFM, takes the tilt of the cantilever into account. The model assumes Hertzian tip-sample contact, with both in-plane and out-of-plane dissipative components (29). The key result is that components of motion both normal and parallel to the sample occur, and therefore in-plane dissipative processes can cause phase shifts. Using parameters appropriate for our system, we solve for the steady state motion of the tip. The model indicates a maximum tip-sample in-plane tip motion of |φ|=49.9±0.1 pm parallel to the sample. The distance |φ| is extremely small, and it is difficult to make firm distinctions between friction and shear deformation at such a small scale, as discussed below. The important result is that φ is virtually independent of the in-plane damping. Furthermore, the model produces a nearly sinusoidal tip motion, indicating that Eq. (2) remains valid for the tilted-cantilever geometry.

In principle, modeling can be used to quantitatively associate the measured phase shifts with the dissipative in-plane properties of the material being imaged. These properties are friction (as quantified by the interfacial shear strength |φ| between the tip and sample) (28) and dissipative shear deformation (due to viscoelasticity of the sample, as quantified by the loss tangent of the material, tan φ) (33). Both of these mechanisms contribute to the observed dissipation and so we cannot explicitly separate them in our data. However, we can use our data to determine the upper limits of |φ| and tan φ by finding the values that result when attributing all the dissipation to each mechanism respectively. The current difficulty with this approach is that the phase shifts predicted by our Hertzian model have the opposite sign to the phase shifts we observe. The reason for this discrepancy is that we have ignored adhesion in our model. Preliminary results from modeling that includes adhesion show that the phase shift changes sign and becomes consistent with our data. A description of this adhesive model is in progress (34).

Conclusions

We have produced high-quality ultrathin PDA films using a horizontal Langmuir deposition technique. The number of stable layers in the film is controlled by altering the head group functionality. The films exhibit strong friction anisotropy that is correlated with the direction of the polymer backbone structure. Shear forces applied by AFM or NSOM tips locally induce the blue-to-red chromatic transition in the PDA films.

Monolayer films of PCEA exhibit strong threefold friction anisotropy. Friction is highest when scanning perpendicular to the polymer backbone direction. We propose that this effect results from anisotropic film deformation modes.
The highly anisotropic nature of PDA films allows us to show that in-plane properties of materials can be observed using IC-AFM. This is due to the tilt of the AFM cantilever which produces a small but significant in-plane component to the tip’s motion. In the case of PDA monolayers, in-plane friction and shear deformation anisotropy leads to contrast in the IC-AFM phase image. The results can be explained using a simple model that incorporates Hertzian contact mechanics with in-plane dissipation, and may be generalized to the study of other anisotropic materials.
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(30) The reported phase shifts are true phase shifts with respect to the drive signal. The phase shifts reported by the instrument are not properly scaled and are shifted by 90°.